This paper addresses the problem of torque ripple minimization in permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), which plays an important role in modern aerospace industry. Accurate motion control and disturbance compensation are challenging issues of PMSM systems, where the nonlinear disturbances are quite complicated and various uncertainties exist. To overcome these control problems, based on the adaptive robust control (ARC) algorithm, an indirect adaptive robust controller (IARC) with a robust recursive least square (RRLS) adaption law is proposed as a solution. A modified PMSM model which indicates the torque ripple generation is first derived. The IARC in current loop is then described, holding the good tracking performance of ARC algorithm and minimizing the torque ripples while speed tracking. The RRLS adaption law in IARC is synthesized based on modified model and then a correction factor is added to enhance the robustness of this adaptation law. This can enable the better parametric estimation and adaptive compensation to minimize the torque ripples. The stability of the system with the proposed controller is proved. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by the simulation results.
Introduction
Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has received much attention due to the inherent advantages of low rotor inertia, high efficiency, and high power density. It plays an important role in wide range of modern aerospace industry, such as satellite and electromechanical actuator [1] [2] [3] . The main disadvantage of PMSM is ripples in the generated torque which are not tolerated in these high performance applications. Torque ripples would lead to speed oscillations which cause deterioration in the servo performance of PMSM [4, 5] . Thus, the key issue of control problem in PMSM focuses on ripple minimization.
Since the torque ripples mainly arise from nonideal back-EMF in stators, a large number of techniques have been proposed for ripple minimization caused by this phenomenon. In [6] , the off-line measurements of back-EMF of specific motor are used to calculate the optimal currents. Due to the off-line date, this technique is sensitive to parametric uncertainties. To account for parametric uncertainties, another effective method synthesizes an adaptive controller depending on the Lyapunov function of tracking error to estimate the harmonic parameters of back-EMF [7] . These estimated parameters are then used to calculate the current reference in time. In [8, 9] , iterative learning control is applied in time domain and frequency domain, respectively, based on internal model principle. However, the additional torque sensors are costly in most application. An analytical model of torque is derived from magnetic coenergy by finite element analysis in [10] . A feedforward torque controller is then introduced for torque ripple reduction and maximum torque per ampere. Due to the finite element analysis, this analytical method is useful to the specified motors. These approaches above have not taken the nonlinear disturbances into account which limited the achievable performances of the algorithms.
Idealization of a mathematical model makes torque ripple minimization a tough challenge, such as the absence of uncertainties and disturbances. In [11] , an adaptive robust control (ARC) algorithm for uncertain nonlinear system is proposed by Yao and Tomizuka. The ARC algorithm combines the parametric estimation of adaptive control with the robust stability of deterministic robust control. It was then applied 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering to some industrial applications with different modifications. In [12] , a -synthesis-based adaptive robust controller was used to deal with the high-frequency dynamics for better disturbance rejection in linear motor driven system. The main effort is the design of a high-frequency robust control law, while the design of the adaptive law is same as [11] . To overcome the inherent nonlinear properties and uncertainties in hydraulic system, an adaptive robust controller with novel stable adaptive controller was introduced for stable estimation in [13] . Another adaptive robust controller combined with cascade control was proposed for human performance augmentation [14] . Meanwhile, many efforts are made for precision motion control in speed loop of PMSM systems as a direct adaptive robust controller (DARC) [15] [16] [17] . However, being a direct Lyapunov design method based on tracking error, DARC does not provide the independent choice of adaption law. The adaption law is calculated by tracking error with the sole purpose to reduce the tracking error. While the actual tracking error in control loop is normally small, the adaptation law is prone to be corrupted and affected by other neglected factors. To overcome the poor estimated performance of the DARC, an indirect adaptive robust controller (IARC) with independent adaption law has been proposed [18] . Different from DARC, the adaption law of IARC is designed based on state formulas of physical plant. The separation of adaption law and robust control law provides more accurate parameter estimations. Such an independent adaption law is synthesized based on a filtered hydraulic system; the control law is still synthesized based on original model [19] . Since the models used in adaption design and control design are different, the stability analysis of IARC is limited.
In this paper, a novel IARC controller in current loop for minimizing torque ripples in PMSM systems is proposed. The controller is based on the same scheme as in [18] . To overcome the poor parameter estimation of DARC and complicated stability analysis, a robust recursive least square (RRLS) adaptation law is synthesized independent from the design of underlying robust control law. With the estimated harmonic parameters of back-EMF and a practical torque production model, the proposed IARC is designed in current loop to achieve ripple minimization control. In addition, a PI controller is introduced in speed loop.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a PMSM model with nonideal back-EMF is derived. This model is then transformed into state space form for the design of IARC. The prosed control scheme for torque ripple minimization, which includes an IARC in current loop and a PI controller in speed loop, is introduced in Section 3. Compared with the DARC, a RRLS adaptation law is synthesized according to the state equations. In Section 4, simulation results supporting the theoretical derivations are presented.
Dynamic Model and Problem Formulation
A brief discussion about torque production in PMSM is presented in this section. A PMSM model with nonideal back-EMF is developed for analysis and controller design. The mutual interaction of the rotor filed and stator current produces torque in PMSM. Ideally, the rotated rotor filed generated by permanent magnet in air gap is purely sinusoidal and induced in stators as the back-EMF. The ideal back-EMF would be a constant value in synchronous frame and then produce a constant electromagnetic torque. As the cogging structure design for PMSM, the ideal sinusoidal field is not achievable in practice. This factor can contribute to high harmonics in torque, that is, torque ripples. The torque ripples appear at multiples of 6 fundamental electronic frequencies which indicate the existence of 6 harmonics in back-EMF [20] . Figure 1 shows the back-EMF of an experimental PMSM, related to a unitary speed.
The conventional vector control strategy for current loop is applied with PI controller based on the ideal dq model of PMSM. With the purpose of the minimization of torque ripples, a modified dq model is developed considering the nonideal back-EMF, which is also compact and suitable for controller design. Some reasonable assumptions for the modified model and controller design are made as follows. Under above assumptions, the modified PMSM model is
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where and are stator inductances and resistances in frame. and are currents in stators. and are control variables. and are back-EMFs produced by rotated rotor field. is torque produced by the PMSM and is a load torque. and are the inertia and the friction constant. is motor speed in rad/s. Δ and Δ are the lumped disturbances in frame. With the similar form as conventional model, the essential differences between them are the back-EMF terms in (1) and the consequent torque expression (2) . A back-EMF expression considering the nonideal feature is
where and are electric position and speed. 6 , 1 , and 6 are harmonic parameters of back-EMF in frame. Due to the harmonics in (4), the torque expression cannot be formed as a constant torque coefficient multiplied by the [21] .Therefore, the formula (2) is given on account of nonideal back-EMF by the mechanism of torque production in PMSM.
Proposed Control Scheme
In this section, a two loop control scheme is designed for torque ripples minimization with an indirect adaptive robust current controller and a typical PI speed controller. An IARC in current loop is proposed focusing on the compensation of the ripples caused by nonideal back-EMF. Since the ripples have been minimized in current loop, a PI controller designed in speed loop is enough.
Indirect Adaptive Robust Controller in Current Loop.
With a priori knowledge on the bounds of unknown parameter in Assumption 1, regardless of the specific adaption law to be used, the estimation errors of unknown parameters are bounded by some known values even in the presence of disturbances and uncertainties. Therefore, an IARC can be synthesized in accordance with these known values for the system (1).
For the convenience of current controller design, a virtual control consisting of known and measurable variables is introduced into (1) and the model (1) can be rewritten as the standard form aṡ=
where
The state variable is defined as the currents of frame.
T is a known function and is a set of unknown parameters. According to assumptions, the unknown parameter vector and all the disturbances Δ lie within a known bounded set as
where min and max are known lower and upper bound vectors of and Δ is a known value. For simplification, we can let min = − max in this section.
Based on the reformed model (5), a control law of IARC which contains the features of adaptive control and deterministic robust control can be synthesized as
where and are the model adaptive compensation term and robust feedback control term respectively:
wherêis the estimation of by an adaption law designed later. is the desired trajectory and is the tracking error of current, = − . 1 is a linear feedback control term and 2 is a robust control term. In (10), 2 is designed to overcome all types of model uncertainties and disturbances to achieve robust stability and certain robust performance. The deterministic robust control term 2 should satisfy the following two conditions [11] :
where the subscript "•" is used to represent or .̃is the estimation error of unknown parameter and = [ , ] is a specified value.
For mathematical convenience, a satisfied choice of 2 is
Combined with the IARC (8), the dynamic equation of tracking error iṡ−
From (15), the stability performance of current loop is mainly determined by the design of robust control term . Therefore, a reasonable of IARC can preserve the nice tracking performance of DARC. Moreover, due to the separation of control law and adaption law in IARC, an indirectly adaption law can achieve better parameter estimation for compensation or diagnosis purpose.
By the control law (8), the scheme of IARC is shown in Figure 2 .
Indirect Adaptive Law Based on Robust Recursive Least
Squares Algorithm. The main advantage of the IARC design is to achieve complete separation of adaptation law design and robust control law design. Without using the tracking error to synthesize the adaptation law, an observation model and an estimation model are constructed by practical information of state formulas (5) . By doing this, more accurate and stable estimation of uncertain parameters can be obtained even in the presence of disturbance.
For making this expression clear, we first discuss the design of an adaption law of axis. Based on (5), the observation model and estimation model of axis are as follows:
where ( ) is calculated by the known virtual control term and measurable states and means the sampling time. By (16), the model estimation error is given as
A typical least squares adaptation law can be designed by (17) [22, 23] . The disturbance Δ in (17) indicates that the model estimation error converging to zero is not equal to the parametric estimation error converging to zero any more. Therefore, a robust least squares algorithm is proposed and the iteration form is derived for its application in practical servo control. Similar to the process of designing a least squares algorithm, a novel optimal function of estimation error e with a compensation factor is
The additional second term ‖̂‖ 
The solution of (18) iŝ
The form of (20) is robust least square estimation. Inspired by the recursive least square algorithm, a recursive form of (20) which is suitable for practical application can be derived.
As expressed in recursive least squares algorithm, let us define an intermediate variable as follows:
By the matrix inversion lemma, an approximation recursive form of (21) can be given as [24] ( + 1) = ( − ( ) ( )
The value of compensation factor in RRLS algorithm is another issue in estimation process. In this paper, the coefficients of nonideal back-EMF can be regarded as constant or slowly changed. Thus, a concise method is to take the compensation effort as fixed variable. The in (18) can be calculated by Morozov's discrepancy principle based on a set of off-line data [25] :
Therefore, the RRLS algorithm for axis iŝ
In a similar way, we can obtain the adaption law of axis:
Based on Assumption 1, to keep the boundedness of estimated parameters even in the presence of impulse disturbance, a projection mapping Proj( * ) is used as
where sign( * ) means the sign function. Hence, we have the adaption law as follows: 
Performance of IARC
Noting (12), the derivative of satisfieṡ
Applying the Comparison Lemma, we have
The result (1) is proved. Furthermore, if the disturbances in observation model are zero, we have = 0 in Morozov's discrepancy principle. The RRLS adaption law converts to RLS type. Therefore, the parameters of RLS converge to their optimal estimation. Meanwhile, the total disturbance ( T̃) +Δ = 0 leads to u s2 q = 0.
The dynamic error equation is turned intȯ
Obviously, the tracking error z i q converges to zero asymptotically. The result (2) is proved. as a linear model. Therefore, a feasible way to achieve speed servo operation in practice is to design a PI controller with the tracking error of speed as input.
PI Controller in Speed
where is output of controller. is tracking error of speed decided by desired reference and feedback signal of speed loop. and are the proportional and integral coefficients of PI controller, respectively. Although a steady error may exist in the current loop from result (1) due to the nonzero specified value and finite linear feedback gain k s1 , this steady error of current loop has a little influence on the output performance of PMSM which can be eliminated by the PI controller in speed loop.
This PI controller generates desired torque reference ref according to the desired speed reference in (3). Due to the absence of dc component in , a nonzero generates only torque ripples which is not tolerant in most servo systems. Thus, it is desirable to set ref equal to zero and the desired current is transformed from ref as
From the above, the control scheme of the propose torque minimization method is shown in Figure 3. 
Simulation and Analysis
After the theoretical derivation, the proposed torque minimization method was implemented in simulation. In addition, we also gave some simulation results of IARC to prove the correctness of the proposed controller. The PMSM in simulation and experiment is the same one shown in Figure 1 . Parameters of PMSM are shown in Table 1 .
Simulation Results of IARC.
First, an IARC was implemented in MATLAB with a simplification to verify the accuracy of the proposed adaption law and tracking performance. and initial values of unknown parameters were kept the same for both DARC controller and IARC. The compensation factor was set as = 2, and the initial value of matrix was (0) = 1000 . Figure 4 shows the tracking performance of IARC comparing with other two controllers. As seen from Figure 4 , ARC, which can handle the harmonics and nonlinear disturbances effectively, has better tracking performance than common PI controller. The current waveform of ARC is smooth while the convergence is fast. As seen from this picture, due to the existence of disturbance in observation model, IARC has better convergence rate and compensation than DARC. The accuracy of these unknown parameter estimated by IARC and DARC can be seen in Figure 5 . Since the adaption law in DARC is designed corresponding to tracking error, the estimated convergence rate of DARC is synchronous with tracking error and slower than IARC. In addition, the estimated error of DARC is larger than IARC due to the existence of disturbance which was ignored in DARC. Thus, a better adaptive compensation can be obtained by IARC. The relatively more accurate parameter estimations of IARC may also be used for other secondary purposes, such as diagnoses. We can also see that the projection mapping guarantees the boundary of all estimated parameters.
Simulation Results of Torque Minimization Method.
Based on the scheme shown in Figure 3 , an integrated simulation model was formed in MATLAB to verify the effectiveness of proposed torque minimization control in this paper. The speed reference is ref = 5 rad/s. The "true" value of unknown parameters is set as [0.5, 2, 0.5]. An adaptive controller (AC) for torque minimization is introduced as a comparison [7] . Since the adaptive controller is always 
wherė=
The D is the adaptive rate matrix; D is chosen based on a trade-off between speed and oscillations in parameter convergence; the function Proj( ) has the same form as (28).
Other parameters are the same as those in IARC. The performance of proposed torque ripple minimization method in this paper is shown in Figures 6-8 . As shown in Figure 6 , the speed converges to the steady state with obvious ripples before torque ripple minimization. The ripples were mainly caused by the nonideal back-EMF. After the proposed method and AC being implemented, the ripples in speed were decreased. Compared with the results of adaptive controller, the IARC obtains better performance of torque minimization which considers the disturbances in model. Since the adaptive compensation was only consisted of fundamental and 6 harmonic components, there were still little ripples in current as shown in Figure 7 (b). However, these ripples in current are so small to make little influence in speed as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 8 shows the estimated results of IARC. The current tracking performances between IARC and adaptive controller are similar as shown in Figure 4 . The RRLS adaption law in IARC is designed based on state formulas. As seen from this figure, the estimated parameters converged to the "true" value with fast rate. Different from DARC, the estimated parameters converged before the tracking error converged to steady state. Since the parameter estimations approach their "true" values, IARC achieves good adaptive compensation performance.
Conclusions
This paper concerns the torque ripple minimization problem caused by nonideal back-EMF in PMSM. Based on the mechanism that in the PMSM the torque is generated by the mutual interaction of the rotor filed and stator current, a modified model with uncertainties and disturbances is derived. Due to the nonlinear disturbances and various uncertainties in PMSM model, a novel indirect adaptive robust controller is proposed with a robust recursive least squares adaption law in current loop. The proposed IARC focuses on accurate estimations of unknown parameters. Therefore, the influence of disturbances can be compensated. The tracking and estimated performance of the proposed controller is analyzed. Simulation results show a significant merit of the proposed controller, that is, better steadystate tracking performance and more accurate parametric estimation in comparison with common PI controller or direct adaptive robust controller. 
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